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ABSTRACT 

Name    : Sri Nur Fira 
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Title  : The Adaptation of The Hate You Give Novel by Angie 

Thomas into Film by George Tillman 

Consultant I : Dr.Nasrum, S.Pd., M.A.                                

Consultant II : Ahmad, S.S., M.Litt. 

 

This research discusses the adaptation of The Hate You Give Novel by 

Angie Thomas into Film by George Tillman. The objectives of this research 

aimed to find out the motivations of adaptor in adapting that novel into film.  

This research used descriptive qualitative method using Linda Hutcheon's 

theory of the motivations of adaptor in adapting that novel into film. The data 

taken from adaptor in adapting that novel into film by using note taking to record 

and classify data related to objects as the research instrument. 

  The findings of the research shows that four motivations of adaptor in 

adapting that novel into film they are the economic, the legal constrains, cultural 

capital and the personal reasons. It can be concluded that the first, the economic 

professional actors who made successful film and could elevate this film into a 

popular adaptation and the profits made in adapting the film could reach a 

worldwide box office gross. The second, legal constraints adaptor is warned not to 

copy Angie Thomas' work without permission, as they have their own rules. The 

third, cultural capital black people have a way of dressing that is identical to them 

and a way of speaking English which is declared as slang, but the culture of black 

people speaking slang and dressing like black people. The last, personal reasons 

for being interested in adapting the film based on the relationship between the 

Starr in the novel and the real life experience of the adaptor.  

Keywords: The Hate You Give Film, Motivation of Adaptor, Linda Hutcheon's 

theory of Adaptation 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of Study 

The world of Indonesian is now starting to be enlivened with films 

whose stories are adapted from literary works. As in the Qur'an Surah Az-

Zukhruf verse 1-3, Allah SWT said: 

  

 

Translation:  

(1) Ha, Meem, (2) By the clear Book, (3) Indeed, We have made it 

an Arabic Qur'an that you might understand. 

 

This verse talks about Allah SWT sent down the glorious Al-

Qur'an in clear Arabic so that we can use the potential of reason perfectly. 

Bring up the knowledge of Arabic literature and linguistics. Knowledge of 

language began to be systematized since the focus on the study of the 

Qur'an began to be glorified. Systematized knowledge of language is 

deemed necessary to make it easier to deepen the study of the Qur'an. 

(Tafsir Ibnu Katsir, 2015) 

Basen on the verse above, changes in literary works from ancient 

times to the present are very different. The development of literature does 

not only occur in the realm of poetry, but also in prose, drama, film, plays 

and others. Treatises or correspondence and sermons or rhetoric 

experienced rapid development in the Islamic period, because both have 

ا لَّعَلَّكُمۡ  ٢وَٱلۡكِتََٰبِ ٱلمُۡبيِِن   ١حمٓ   إنَِّا جَعَلۡنََٰهُ قُرۡءَٰناً عَرَبيِ ّٗ
 ٣تَعۡقلِوُنَ  

1.  Ha, Meem. 

2.  By the clear Book, 

3.  Indeed, We have made it an Arabic Qur'an that you might 
understand. 
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an important role in spreading the teachings of Islam to all corners of the 

world. Likewise with novel work adapted into film form.  

In adaptation theory, novel, film, as well as poems, drama and 

other types of literary works can be analyzed. Hutcheon (2006: XI) said 

that “stories of poetry, dances, tableaux vivant, songs, paintings, plays, and 

novels are constantly being adapted from one form to another and then 

retold in a new medium”.  

Novel and film are very different species, novel is a complete art 

forms one author writes a book, and the reader recognizes and identifies 

the characters through the text; what they feel, what they say, and anything 

else that is verbal. In contrast to film where the audience can see the 

expressions, gestures, and expressions of characters in implicit forms. 

Some works of art are the result of a process of adaptation, for example: 

Film Mortal Engines (Peter Jackson, 2018) is the adaptation from the 

novel Mortal Engines (Philip Reeve, 2001), film The Aftermath (James 

Kent, 2019) is the adaptation from the novel The Aftermath (Rhidian 

Brook, 2013), film The Boy Harmess The Wind (Chiwetel Ejiofor, 2019) is 

the adaptation from the novel  The Boy Harmess The Wind (William 

Kamkwamba, 2010) and film Five Feet Apart  (Justin Baldoni, 2019) is 

the adaptation from the novel Five Feet Apart  (Rachael Lippincott, 2018).  

Adapting a novel for a film is about staying true to the source as 

you continue to bend it into the film medium. Furthermore, Holland (2002: 

2) said that “the novel is an old form and therefore, authoritative book is 
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strong”. Although the novel and film differ in their mediums, the story's 

central points are almost identical. After the adaptation, the only thing they 

will share is the story, setting, and characters. Two types of adaptation: as 

a product and as a process that the writer creates a product after going thru 

a manner. Kinney (2013:8) said that “product adaptation cannot be 

completely faithful to the original text on the contrary, the question of 

plagiarism arises”. So, the adaptation must be sufficiently different from it 

while still retaining the basic ideas of the source.  

The process of adaptation becomes an act of taking and preserving 

when trying to give a new meaning to the text. The filmmaker who adapts 

a text into a film clearly establishes the process of filmmaking. The new 

adapter provides a rationale for the meaning of the original text. Kermode 

in Bennett and Nicholas (2004: 240) of their essay entitled, “Secrets and 

Narrative Sequences”, explained that to read a novel awaiting the 

satisfaction of its final closure is enough to experience its full, satisfying 

story; this technique is easier to use because it is similar to how we usually 

communicate.  

The film The Hate You Give directed by George Tillman Jr  

adaptasi of the best selling novel in America by Angie Thomas with that 

same title. This film takes setting in America's Garden Heights area. The 

Hate You Give is definitely a masterpiece novel that evokes feelings and is 

relevant to reality. This is a story about love and hope that makes us 

realize the importance of respecting differences. That unfounded prejudice 
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can cause ripples of hatred that harm others. That everyone, regardless of 

their skin color, has the right to freedom, justice and complete equality in 

any way necessary. Once Starr Carter watched shooting of a childhood 

friend his little one named Khalil Harris in hand a skinned police officer 

white when they were driving toward home. An unequal gap between the 

two world namely white people and black people suddenly destroyed 

when the incident the shooting happened. As long as Starr is inside a 

period of grief at the death of Khalil, Starr have to set himself whether to 

stay silence as the only witness inside incident or he will expose himself as 

a knowing witness true incident.  

The Hate You Give story tell about Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter 

must live in two different worlds. Garden Height The poor neighborhood 

where she was born and raised and her large free school, Williamson lives 

in the city. Black people have been very difficult for her because she has 

to be two different people in two different places. Her difficult life became 

more difficult when the police got involved in the murder of her best 

friend Khalil who had no soldiers. The media became a national issue and 

received a lot of attention, especially when people found out that Khalil 

was black and unarmed when the police shot him. Starr was more 

concerned about Khalil's past than that he was killed by the police, so he 

had to endure witnessing the violence against Khalil suffering in the 

community. When the news speaks of Khalil as a gangster and drug 

dealer, it is better to explain the white policeman who killed him. Justice is 
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still trying to find Khalil's mistake and convict the police. (Collective, 

2018)  

The researcher wants to know the motivation for adapting the 

novel into a film and uses Linda Hutcheon's adaptation theory as an 

approach in literary analysis. 

A. Research Questions 

Based on the preceding background the researcher need to answer 

the following question: 

What are the motivations of adaptor in adapting that novel into film? 

B. Objective of The Research 

     This study is mainly aimed to achieve the following objective 

1. To know what are the motivations of adaptor in adapting that novel 

into film 

C. Significances of The Research 

1. Theoretically, the researcher hope, that this research can provide 

information about adaptation theory, novel and how it is applied in 

film script. 

2. Practically, the researcher hope, this research can be a reference 

for students, readers, or other researchers from the Department of 

English Language and Literature, especially for the same research. 

D. Scope of The Research 
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In this study, the researcher wanted to identify the motivations of 

the adaptor in adapting that novel into a film and used Hutcheon's theory. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

There are two parts of this chapter; previous findings and pertinent ideas: 

A. Previous Findings 

There are four previous studies that have correlated the adaptation 

of a novel into a film: 

Robing (2017), in his thesis: adaptation of the novel “Datu 

Maseng & Maipo Deapati” by Verdy R Baso into The Drama “An Endless 

Love of Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” by BSI in 2015 (Structural 

Approach). The paper argues that adapting a novel into a drama can be 

done using adaptation theory and the Structural Approach. This study used 

a descriptive qualitative analysis method. The data shows that there are 

many different aspects to a character, plot, setting, point of view, tone, 

theme, figurative language, and moral value. His thesis provides more 

information about how adaptations of novel into dramas can be successful. 

 Habrnalova (2016), in her paper: “Literary Works by Hanif 

Kureishi and Their film adaptations”. She described some of the key 

benefits of adaptation theory. After trying to apply Linda Hutcheon's she 

finds out that there are distinct differences between telling and showing 

modes of engagement. There are literary works in her paper; My Beautiful 

Laundrette and The Buddha of Suburbia. 

Anushiravani and Elinezhadi (2016), in their paper: “An Analytical 

study of 2013 Cinematic adaptation of The Great Gatsby”. They found 
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Linda Hutcheon's theory; what, who, and why, how, when, and where. 

Adaptation and consist are comparative literary terms that are used to 

describe the ways in which different texts adapt or consist of similar 

elements. Cinema and literature are two different forms of art that use 

different means of expression, namely words on a page and images on a 

screen. They learn about the similarities and differences between a novel 

and film by doing this research. 

Kayyis (2016), in his thesis: Comparison between Novel and Film 

“Divergent” and used Ecranisation theory. His thesis discussed how the 

Ecranisation process of a novel into a film "Devergent" works. He 

identified the essential elements of both novel and film. This study focused 

on reductions, additions, and changes based on Eneste's Ecranisation 

theory. He found that modification, addition, and reduction were a 

transformation of novel into film, and he used a qualitative descriptive 

method in his thesis. 

The previous findings above suggest that there are some 

similarities and differences between this research. Habrnalova used 

adaptation theory and Linda Hutcheon theory methods to explore 

similarities. While her paper different analyzes the telling and the showing 

mode of engagement with literary works by Hanif Kureishi in their film 

adaptation. Anushiravani and Elinezhadi in their paper used linda 

hutcheon theory to explore similarities. However, the difference in their 

paper in cinema adaptation and consist comparative literature of 
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expression, namely words on a page and images on a screen. Kayyis used 

a descriptive qualitative method to compare the similarities in thesis and 

she used a novel and film as a medium.  However, the difference in his 

dissertation used Eneste's theory of Ecranisation to analyze some of the 

unique elements of the novel into the film. Robing's thesis used adaptation 

theory and descriptive qualitative methods to explore similarities. While 

his thesis different analyzes all elements of the novel and drama (structural 

approach), and the novel into drama as his medium. 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. The Motives of Adaptation  

Adaptation theory by Linda Hutcheon is one of some theories can 

be used analysis literary works like novel, film, theatre and others. 

Hutcheon‘s theory is the comparative literature that tries to analysis one 

medium to another and back again. In addition, Hutcheon discusses 

several things related to adapting novel into film. These include the 

process of adapting a novel, the importance of accuracy in adaptation, and 

the difficulties that can arise when adapting a novel. The main reason for 

the decision is as follows: 

1) The Economy 

The adaptor should consider who the audience is (for whom?), 

Structure of economy: film world-big money=big star, big directors-the 

screenwriter. In order to create content that is appropriate for them. The 
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structure of the film industry is based upon the fact that the big money is 

concentrated in the world of big stars and big directors. The screenwriter is 

the person who largely depends on this system in order to make a living. 

Expensive forms associated with adaptor teamwork such as opera or film 

will look for equivalent works such as best-selling novels that already 

have an existing audience, with which the next task is to broaden the 

audience. Most importantly they will make a lot of money selling their 

adaptation. Hutcheon (2006) said that monetary attractiveness cannot be 

ignored. Adopting adaptations of films can be profitable.  

When adaptation attracts economics as a motive, adaptors want to 

adapt a work because they want the benefits of their adapted work. The 

advantage here means that they can earn a lot of money from their 

adaptation work. Profits come from franchising adapted works. In 

addition, adaptation theory says that popular writers will make a lot of 

money for their work and then a lot of money makes adaptors want to 

profit from famous writers. Adaptation is one of the attractions in work 

besides aesthetics, namely economic goals. The economic advantage is the 

franchise that each adapter acquires and has a large number of markets. 

Hutcheon (2006: 86) said that “the monetary attraction cannot be ignored 

there may be some other attraction”. Selling film adaptations, adaptors can 

make a lot of profit.  

2) The Legal Constraints 
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Some interest‘s point in the legal constraints of adaptor to make 

interpretation; raider, spawned, control, by-product, great similarity, and 

re-function. Hutcheon (2006：90）said that adaptor is used in film to 

change the reason for adaptation. This can be determined by selecting an 

artist who has a major influence in a film, such as the film's director, star, 

or artist.  

3) Cultural Capital  

People use adaptation methods, products, and other means to gain 

cultural capital, which is a motivation to share something like cultural 

prestige or cultural accreditation. The purpose of this project is to change 

the cultural level. Hutcheon, (2006:91) argues that adaptations will be 

more mobile and more respected if adaptors are given the credit they truly 

deserve. This will benefit adaptation and other means of promoting a 

particular culture through literature. This minute's cues talk about the 

adaptor wanting to elevate the status of a particular culture. 

4) Personal and Political Reasons 

Every adaptor has their own reasons for adapting in a particular 

medium, and these reasons may be influenced by their political beliefs. 

This motive also includes the reasons why the adaptor might decide to 

adapt work and then choose the adapted mediums (Hutcheon, 2006: 92). 

They not only interpret the work, but also take a certain position in it. The 

keywords of this motif suggest that the adaptor (which determines the 
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work and media adapted) has a significant impact on the adaptation 

experience. 

2. Biography of George Tillman 

George Tillman Jr. is an American Producer, Director, Writer, and 

Screenwriter. 53 years old (January 26, 1969) born in Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin, United States. So far George Tillman Jr. has worked in the 

Hollywood entertainment industry and her art has been released in English 

language films directed the Movies Soul Food (1997) and Men of Honor 

(2000). He is also the producer of the television series Soul Food: and 

three films in the Barbershop series: Barbershop, Barbershop 2: Back in 

the Market and the Beauty Store. He also fronted Notorious, a 2009 biopic 

about Brooklyn-born rapper The Notorious B.I.G. Tillman was nominated 

for Best Director at the 1997 Black Film Awards for Soul Food. Tillman 

was also nominated for the Black Reel Award for Best Director and Best 

Performance for Notorious (2009). Soul Food (1997) and Men of Honor 

(2000). He is also the producer of the television series Soul Food: and 

three films in the Barbershop series: Barbershop, Barbershop 2: Back in 

the Market and the Beauty Store. He also fronted Notorious, a 2009 biopic 

about Brooklyn-born rapper The Notorious B.I.G. Tillman was nominated 

for Best Director at the 1997 Black Film Awards for Soul Food. Tillman 

was also nominated for the Black Reel Award for Best Director and Best 

Performance for Notorious (2009). (Scripts, 2010) 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

There are five parts of this chapter; Research Method, Source of Data, 

Research Instrument, Procedure of Data Analysis, and Technique of Data 

Analysis. 

A. Research Method  

This researcher used descriptive qualitative method. The descriptive 

qualitative technique is a way of describing data within the form of spoken or 

words written about actors or the people in a novel, to can be observed (Glass 

& Hopkins in Dahlia, 2015: 15).  

B. Source of Data 

The researcher used the data in this research are primary data and 

secondary data.  The primary data to conduct this study read the novel, "The 

Hate You Give" by Angie Thomas and then watch a film by George Tillman. 

The novel was released in 2017 and the film was produced in 2018. The novel 

has 26 chapters and 437 pages and screenplay pages through 2:13:05 second 

duration of film The Hate You Give. The Secondary data from an article by 

Reza Reinaldo, Studycorgi.com, and Robert Goldrich, Aramide A.Tinubu, 

Journal by Ririn Aprilia, YouTube by Interview Blactreetv, La Luna in Endor 

about the production process of the film can provide interesting insights.  
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C. Research Instruments  

The researcher used note taking during the study in order to document 

their findings. Makany in Raping (2008: 36) stated that Note-taking is the 

practice of recording facts taken from another source. This instrument is used 

to record and classify data related to objects of research. The researcher has 

written a note from the source of the data used in their study from the novel 

and film The Hate You Give. 

D. Procedure of Data Collection  

The researcher applies several procedures as follows:  

1. The researcher read the novel, watched the film, and looked for data 

related to the production of the film "The Hate You Give" 

2. The researcher read all the data collected to find elements of elements 

of economic, legal, cultural, and personal. 

3. The researcher identified motivation data through You-Tube, articles, 

and journal, they are: 

a. Articles: Aramide A.Tinubu (2018), Reza Reinaldo (2021), 

Studycorgi (2022), Robert Goldrich (2018), and script novel 

(2017) 

b. You-Tube: Blactreetv (2018) “Interview Angie Thomas 

allowed George Tillman to adapt her novel The Hate You 

Give into film”, La Luna in Endor (2018) “Press Conference 

George Tillman” 
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c. Journal: Ririn Aprilia (2020) “Cultural Adaptation in the Film 

The Hate You Give” 

E. Technique of Data Analysis  

The researcher used adaptation theory of Linda Hutcheon (2006). In 

analysing the data does some steps: identifying the motivations aspect 

especially the economic, legal constraints, cultural capital and personal 

reasons. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The researcher would present all the data that have been found in novel 

and film The Hate You Give. indings and discussions the data which related 

adaptation theory.  

A. Findings  

In this research to answer the question what are the motivations of 

adaptor in adapting that novel into film. The motives are economic, legal 

constraints, cultural capital and personal reasons. The research finds 

several data which categories into some motives, as follows: 

1. The Economic 

The adaptor motivation for wanting to adapt a novel into a film can 

be seen from the economic side because adapting a novel into a film is an 

adaptation work that has new ideas and stories as well as the selection of 

different actors, the adaptor has its own rights in making ideas to tell the 

same general story. They have things that can support the success of a 

work they make this can support success and the economy. Now the 

prolific filmmaker is bringing Angie Thomas' stunning novel The Hate 

You Give to the big screen. The narrative centers around black teenager 

Starr Carter, and his experiences participating in activism that parallels the 

Black Lives Matter movement. 
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The data taken from an article by Aramide A. Tinubu, posted on 

October 19th 2018 from shadowandact. 

Extract 1 

“As I read on the dialogue and language reminded me of a party. I 

attended years ago in my high school days, and there was a shooting,” 

recalls Tillman. “The way (Angie) got it and the theme. I was so blown 

away. I must call him immediately. We're talking maybe two weeks after 

that. We discussed how I saw the film, the important characters the sound 

of the theme. We really connected. Then I can sell it to Fox at that 

point.”(P1.L5) 

Analysis Context:  

Tillman read a novel that began at a party where Starr was hanging 

out. Starr felt uncomfortable, and at the time tillman was shocked when he 

had read the first chapter of the novel because he had never seen a story 

about a 16-year-old African-American girl dealing with issues of identity. 

After that Tillman felt that the characters in the novel were very connected 

with his past when he was in high school and then he was interested in 

adapting the novel into a film. According to Tillman, this novel will be 

very interesting to be adapted into a film because it relates to Americans 

and Africans, from the past until now there are still differences in skin 

color, and this is what will make this film adaptation popular, the audience 

will not be bored when this film adaptation is successful played later for a 

profit he could sell it as an adaptation. 

Extract 2 
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“It was instinctive,” says Tillman “Amandla (Stenberg) was 

reading the book at the same time I was. He and I felt this was something 

we could partner up with. When I met him, I felt he was the one. I never 

looked at anyone else for the role, because it's like at the age of 19 reading 

a book that wasn't self-published, how many other actresses or actors are 

looking for their own material at that age? Tillman also felt Stenberg could 

personally relate to the role. (P2.L1) 

Analysis Context: 

One of the things that Tillman had to do in order for his film 

adaptation to be successful in all circles, especially among African 

Americans was to choose a professional main actor who could truly feel 

and understand the characters in the novel, whom Tillman could trust for 

the success of his adaptation work. Acting while playing this character and 

when tillman met Amandla Stenberg, he felt that Amandla could portray 

the character in the novel well and with feeling. 

Extract 3 

“He grew up in Inglewood, and he went to white private schools 

and dealt with these issues of identity,” says Tillman. “She's already an 

activist and she's already a talented actress. I felt that his greatest work was 

yet to come, so he became my partner from the start.” (P2.L8) 

Analysis Context: 

The community of people around Starr, particularly his parents 

Mav and Lisa Carter, is an important component of Tillman's vision. For 

this character, he called veteran actors Russell Hornsby and Regina Hall. 

Tillman feels both are talented actresses and have successfully played 

many works. 
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Extract 4 

“He actually auditioned for Notorious. He auditioned for Lil' Kim. 

My wife had me save all my auditions through the years. (Regina's) 

audition for Kim was amazing, but I went in a different direction. I always 

looked at him like, 'Damn, that audition was awesome,'” Tillman said. 

(P3.L4) 

Analysis Context: 

Tillman saw it in a short film years ago. Ruselle always does a 

great job. Every time Tillman saw him, he was very committed. Then 

Tillman always wanted to work with Ruselle, because he found his very 

flexible. Then he believes that Ruselle is able to play his role well because 

he is a talented actor and has been successful in various works he has 

starred in. The Hate You Give novel will be adapted into a film as Tillman 

is passionately connected to his personal past. 

Extract 5 

“I saw (Algee Smith) in The New Edition Story. He's like Ralph 

(Tresvant) in that respect. So I was like, 'This guy is great!'” recalls 

Tillman. “Her agent kept calling me and saying, 'Just give her the role.' I 

was like, 'No, Algee has to come here because he needs to read.' He came 

in and he was the guy, he was so charismatic. Then Amandla saw her 

audition, and she started to smile. I've never even put them in a room 

together, because I just know they already have it together.” (P4.L2) 

Analysis Context: 

When he wanted to play a role, Tillman would not directly give 

him a role but he had to read the novel he was going to play so that he 

could feel it and can be successful in getting the audience interested in 

watching a film that would be adapted from a novel. And after Tillman 
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saw Algee Smith reading his novel, he saw and felt that Algee was perfect 

for the role because he was so charismatic. Then be able to build a good 

chemistry with co-stars. 

Extract 6 

"It was all very instinctive," Tillman said of the actor's creative 

chemistry and Stenberg's portrayal of Starr, in particular. “There are many 

different people who bring different elements. I feel like we got the right 

cast." “Fox never once said, 'You have to go out and get the biggest actor.' 

It's all about what's right for the role. I think the success of the book helped 

us in that regard.” (P5.L6) 

Analysis Context: 

The difficulty of working on one project is that it takes a lot of 

energy and time to adapt and align yourself so that you can work with all 

the actors. With the differences in existing characters, clashes often occur, 

even for trivial matters which, if examined further, actually do not need to 

be a problem. Each person's different character can arise from 

environmental factors. The environment in which everyone grows and 

develops plays an important role in one's character. Under certain 

conditions, sometimes we cannot choose the environment in which we 

grow, due to various limitations and several other reasons. That's why we 

can't just blame people because of their character. You have to be more 

observant to see so that you are more objective when judging others. 

Furthermore, Tillman felt that he had found the right player. When the 

actors involve their feelings when playing their roles chemistry will be 

easy to get and the project can work well. 
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The affect Economic Motives As seen in an article review by Reza 

Reinaldo, posted on 09 July 2021 from Jurnalmahasiswa.Unesa.Ac.Id. He 

asserts that The Hate You Give is an American film based on the modern 

novel of the same name. The film is a teen racism drama genre directed by 

George Tilman Jr. The film premiered at the 2018 Toronto International 

Film Festival on 07 September 2018. After that, the film was only released 

to the public on 05 October 2018 grossing $29.7 million in the United 

States and Canada, and $5.2 million in other territories with a total 

worldwide gross of $34.9 million, against a production budget of $23 

million. In its limited opening weekend, the film earned $512,035 from 36 

theaters, averaging $14,233 per venue, placing 13th. Screened in a total of 

248 theaters the following weekend, the film grossed $1.8 million, placing 

ninth. The film is projected to earn $7–9 million when it expands to 2,303 

theaters on 19 October. The film earned $2.5 million on its first day of 

wide release, including $300,000 from Thursday night preview. It made 

$7.5 million over the weekend, placing sixth at the box office. 

The profits made in adapting the film, The Hate You Give could 

reach a worldwide box office gross of $34 million on a budget of $23 

million and is in the category of the highest grossing film. This can be seen 

from its release on the first day then improved when it was expanded to 

2,303 theaters. This makes no doubt for the adaptor to make film and 

invest a lot of money. In addition to the benefits obtained, the supplier also 

produces a literary work. With that, they'll also be looking for ways to 
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expand their "franchise" audience so they can cover losses. of course as we 

know that adaptation is not only individual work, but group work that has 

motives. An adaptation can also clearly be used to engage in the larger 

society. This is a very big advantage for the adaptor to adapt because he 

will see the results achieved. 

2. The Legal Constraints 

There are George Tillman and Angie Thomas Interview which 

provide opinions or facts about the legal process about The Hate You Give 

film. George Tillman had a hard time contacting Angie Thomas as the 

writer of the novel he wanted to adapt into a film but he kept trying to call 

Angie and her collaborators until he got Angie Thomas permission.  

The data taken from an interview from Blacktreetv YouTube, 

Angie Thomas allowed George Tillman to adapt her novel The Hate You 

Give into a film.  

Extract 7 

“Sometimes with adaptation, it's like the author, okay, we get a 

book, thank you. Whereas George is not like that but I get direct calls from 

George every week even in post production, that's how he wants me to be 

involved, making me believe in George Tillman as an adaptor from my 

novel entitled The Hate You Give so it's been a collaboration from the 

start. He respects the source material and that means a lot to me.”  
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Analysis Context: 

This is why the contract seeks to relieve the publisher or studio 

from any legal consequences of an adaptation. This is related to the 

permission issue, everyone is allowed to change something original, but 

only they must have permission from the previous work or the original. 

Like Angie has entrusted George Tillman to direct the film The Hate You 

Give and always communicates whenever there is a change or variation 

that George Tillman wants to do in the making of the film. 

3. Cultural Capital  

The adaptor motivation is to adapt the novel to film from a cultural 

capital perspective because adapting the film The Hate You Give also aims 

to enhance or promote the cultural values that exist in the story. Many 

people think that adapting a film can increase cultural capital. Adaptation 

can be one way to promote the culture that you want to be raised in a film 

or other literary work. 

The data taken from an article by Aramide A. Tinubu, posted on 

October 19th 2018 from shadowandact. 

Extract 8 

First page, (main character) Starr is at a party. I said, "This reminds 

me of a party I attended in the 80s in high school." It's a house party. An 

inner-city neighborhood in Milwaukee, it was dark, and everyone was 

having fun. And then pow, pow! This shooting happened and everyone 

started running. As I continued to read it became police brutality. It gets 

into a very specific cultural thing. It identifies who you are as a black 
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individual living in two different worlds. I had to speak to Angie Thomas 

right away before this book was published. I'm so excited to direct this 

film.This is some evidenced or affect of motivation by review about the 

success of the film adaptation of The Hate You Give. (P6.L3) 

Analysis Context: 

The events that occur in the novel that Tillman will adapt into the 

film are very much connected to what he experienced in his past, which 

reminds him of the party that happened in his house and also the 

environment at his school which his mother moved to Milwauke. There is 

a big difference between black and white skin color. Culturally each ethnic 

group has a deep worship of its ethnic group identity, so it tends to 

prejudice and discriminate against different racial groups. All those 

surveyed were asked their thoughts on an indication of how much black, or 

white, people have been victims of discrimination in the United States over 

the decades. Thus, Tillman was very interested in Angie Thomas's novel to 

be adapted into a film. 

The first review of the journal “Cultural Adaptation in the film The 

Hate You Give, posted on 08 February 2020 by Ririn Aprilia from 

Jurnalmahasiswa.Unesa.Ac.Id. The story of "The Hate You Give" 

depicting Culture has been revealed in a big way in film as the forerunner 

of stereotypes by law enforcement. Black people have a way of dressing 

that is identical to them and a way of speaking English which is expressed 

as slang, but the culture of black people to speak slang and dress like black 

people. Starr complained that their culture had been robbed by the white 
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community. Aprilia stated that “experiencing racial discrimination for a 

long time can make the oppressed justify acts of oppression”. Black 

culture is revealed through their singing style, speaking slang, and black 

fashion elevating white perceptions and injustices. White Americans have 

always been underdogs, and even when they followed black American 

culture, it was considered cool. 

The second review of the article “Culture in The Hate You Give 

film” on 30 July 2022 from studycorgi.com explains about the dimensions 

of culture manifested in two different ways: Standards and Frames of 

reality. Eurocentric standardization has been demonstrated by the 

oppressed groups in terms of acceptance of negative stereotypes and 

prejudice, on the other hand, frame reality shows an error in recognizing 

the roots of racial problems. The culture popularized in the film The Hate 

You Give is American culture which has a storyline for black teenagers 

who are oppressed. The adaptor is intended to elevate the culture shown in 

the film The Hate You Give according to the novel version. 

The data taken from script novel Angie Thomas Publication Date 

February 28th 2017 

Extract 9 

"This isn’t about black or white, "he says  

 "Bullshit," says Daddy.  “If this was out in Riverton Hills and his 

name was Richie, we wouldn’t be having this conversation.” 

"I heard he was a drug dealer,” says Uncle Carlos.  (Thomas: P.54)  
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Analysis Context: 

The cultural dimension was experienced differently by Uncle 

Carlos. A black man and former resident of Garden Heights, he now lives 

in Riverton Hills where the majority of the white upper class live. As a cop 

who happens to know the officer Brian Cruise who killed Khalil, Uncle 

Carlos automatically stands up for his fellow law enforcement officers. His 

general belief that black people, especially black men in Garden Heights 

was dangerous, was strengthened when he suspected Khalil of dealing 

drugs. Moreover, Carlos is not new to the practice of racial profiling; 

whereas in their work, police officers are expected to be careful in 

committing criminal acts. As Maverick points out to Carlos' racial bias, he 

emphasizes that if the incident had happened in a white neighborhood, the 

police wouldn't have shot the perpetrator because he was white and Carlos 

knew it was true. Instead, he changed the subject to defend Khalil's guilt 

for its correlation to drug trafficking. At this point, Carlos demonstrates 

the deceived perpetrator persona: Carlos may argue that he has racist 

tendencies by incorporating Brian's ethnicity (White) and Khalil's social 

status (drug dealer) to rationalize, but he fails to see that, he is contributing 

to the oppressive system by doing so. Carlos' actions "show that he 

internalizes negative stereotypes and prejudices of black people.  
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4. Personal  Reasons  

This motive is the reasons the adaptor decides to adapt. There are 

article that tell about George Tillman's personal motives for being 

interested in adapting the film The Hate You Give. 

The data taken from an article posted on 13 December 2018 by 

Robert Goldrich from Shootonline.com based on press conference George 

Tillman on 05 November 2018 from YouTube la luna in Endor. 

Extract 10 

 Tillman said that, the Story first appeared in manuscript form 

when I was working on Luke Cage for Marvel. I was captivated when I 

read the first chapter. Starr's story moved me, it's a story I've never seen 

told like that before the idea of this character trying to find his identity, 

having to do code switching to fit his school environment. The shooting by 

a white cop opened up a lot of conversations, issues in society, and 

questions this girl asked from an innocent place. I love the story and the 

possibility of telling it from a dramatic and visual point of view. Usually 

for stories like this, you do research, read other materials, seen other film. 

I didn't do that much for this film. Many come out instinctively. I grew up 

as a young person in Milwaukee, like many cities in the Midwest, it is very 

separate. I live on the north side all I see are African Americans, no white 

people. I have always felt that relations with police officers in the 

community were a problem. At an early age, my parents transferred me to 

a white public school from a predominantly African-American school. I 

could feel what it was like to be in the white community, how education 

was viewed there, how funds were spent. The world is completely 

different. The idea, the design palette, the sound and the look of the film 

came to me. It was instinctive based on my experience as a young African-

American Male, it even extended to my filmmaking education. As a 

director who went to film school at Columbia College in Chicago, I was 

one of only three African Americans to study film. 
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Analysis Context: 

George Tillman is interested in a film adaptation of The Hate You 

Give. The story experienced by the main character in the novel is closely 

related to Tillman's life experience. The film shows many people of color 

having to go through and deal with society. It brings emotion to the viewer 

in a way that helps you understand a bit how those who have experienced 

this problem. It is also a film that shows how society's beliefs and opinions 

about people of color influence how they are presented on screen through 

their editing and cinematography. The Hate You Give shows through 

different film elements. The differences in power and issues of 

discrimination that are presented both in reality and in film serve as a 

reminder for all people to respect one another. 

B. Discussion  

This research discussed the analysis of the data found in novel and film 

adaptation. In the process of adaptation showed some motivations of the 

adaptor which are, economic, legal constraints, cultural capital and personal 

reasons.  

The first, this study found that data about economic was not 

uncommon to find in a film adapted from novel. Apart from that, the content 

of the story was familiar and was able to give a picture of the target market in 

film production. So, the adaptation provided benefits in addition to shortening 

the time. After 20th Century Fox gave Tillman the green light, his next 
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milestone was building the cast. He already had a clear vision of what he 

wanted in his head. Then Tillman can sell it to Fox at that point.” They were 

well known and professional actors who made The Hate You Give a success 

and were able to make this film a popular adaptation. all the cast characters 

that support the economic success that the adaptor got from adapting the film 

The Hate You Give, can be seen from the results of George Tillman's 

interviews in the selection of popular actors who aired produced some success 

film. The film adaptation that aired here were some proofs or motivational 

influences by reviewing the success of the film adaptation of The Hate You 

Give. The achievement of The Hate You Give was so fantastic because after its 

release, this film immediately broke the world record and got the title of the 

best film of all time it was proven, that the attention of George Tillman's in 

making this fictional film bewitched all audiences. Moreover, popular artists 

can be one of the big budget makers. 

The second, this study found data about legal constraints were taken 

into consideration by producers and directors in the film industry so that, 

among other things, they can market their products to a wide audience laws, 

on the other hand, must be obeyed by production companies to avoid possible 

penalties like others. Legal constraints are seen as a barrier to production in 

the film industry. George Tillman, new adaptor was warned not to copy Angie 

Thomas' work without permission, as they have their own rules. George 

Tillman as the director of The Hate You Give was not afraid to postpone the 

film because Angie Thomas did entrust George Tillman to directed the film 
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The Hate You Give. Finally Tillman as the director was free to adapt Angie 

Thomas's novel because he has received permission from the writer novel and 

any changes made were always confirmed by Angie Thomas. 

The third, this study found data about adapting the novel into film 

from the perspective of cultural capital. This as the result that adapting the 

film The Hate You Give was able to enhance or promote the cultural values 

that exist in the story. Race and ethnicity were very prevalent in the American 

justice system today, and were more common among black Americans and 

other racially diverse individuals. This film was well adapted to the current 

situation because it raised the theme of racial, social and cultural issues that 

need to be eradicated by society. The film The Hate You Give revealed the 

problems of society, specifically how society can be cruel even when someone 

wanted to change their ways and correct the wrongs they have done. 

Maverick's decision to stay away from crime sparks a fight after deciding to 

leave his gang due to having children. As a result, he was imprisoned for a 

crime he never committed then, he was allowed to leave the gang. After three 

years, he found it difficult to reintegrate into society and contrary to 

expectations that he was a reformed person. He rejoined society with a lot of 

constraints, which served as a perfect example of how disgusting and 

judgmental society can be on ex-convicts. Racial progress in America has 

been revealed in the film to be somber. Many black communities believed that 

slavery continued to undermine their rights and, moreover, undermine their 

position. Maverick spoke to Starr about the opportunities and resources that 
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black people are denied, which continue to trap black people in shackles of 

poverty. Furthermore, this film revealed how poverty has been racialized so 

that many black communities were forced to sell drugs in order to eradicate 

poverty, and as a result they were hated for it. Starr's dilemma of exploring 

their black world and their temporal white world at Williamson Prep testifies 

to that fact.  

The last, this study found data about the personal reasons Angie 

worked well. There was the Part of scene where Maverick played by Russell 

Hornsby appeared with braids and tattoos. He was running with the gang, but 

he was doing something completely different than anyone could imagine or 

have seen in movies before. That was what actually broke down some of these 

stereotypes. Even King, played by Anthony Mackie, he was a gang member in 

the neighborhood, but he has a daughter and he protected her. He was like an 

odd surrogate uncle to Star until the idea of snitching hit the community. 

Those all what was discussed about how did we stay true to what we've seen 

and what we know in our own communities. We are all human and all the 

things that happen. There is a hope factor that is still behind the family 

dynamics. The family still has hope. And that's what happened as an African 

American, no matter how hard things got to keep pushing. 

It was so complicated, and it really got to the scene. It was a very 

interesting and complicated scene because not only Khalil protected Star at in 

the party but he explained Tupac's analogy and he accepted it. Then other 

people just see these two individuals, they were talking about adult issues 
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about Tupac and his philosophy. But then, they just became kids right away 

and were talking about Harry Potter and their childhood friendship they had. 

Then they were pulled over by the police. This was the kind of daily activity, 

as individuals living in a community we have to deal with a lot of things. That 

was something inspired Tillman as a director through the experiences he had 

in the past. Because of that, Tillman felt that his past life was very much 

connected to the story of the novel that would be adapted into a film. 

The results of this study are different from previous research 

conducted by Robing (2017): “adaptation of the novel "Datu Maseng & 

Maipo Deapati" by Verdy R Baso into the Drama "Cinta Endless Datu 

Museng & Maipa Deapati" by BSI in 2015 (Structural Approach). Results of 

his research found there are many different aspects to character, plot, setting, 

point of view, tone, theme, figurative language, and moral values This 

research uses a qualitative descriptive analysis method and adaptation theory 

and Structural Approach. This research has similarities with this study are 

never separated from adaptation but has an object, additional structural 

approach as a theory, and a different analysis of moral values in research. 

While this study uses the adaptation of the novel into the film as an object by 

using Linda Hutcheon's theory to find out how the differences and motivations 

in the film are. 

Research conducted by Habrnalova (2016): "Literary Works by Hanif 

Kureishi and their Film Adaptations". The results of his research found After 

explaining some of the main benefits of adaptation theory by Linda Hutcheon. 
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Her research found there were clear differences between telling and showing 

modes of engagement, they heightened the action in both works. Furthermore, 

there are also different complications/climaxes between the novel and the 

drama. The last, there is a difference in resolution between novel and drama. 

The similarity with this study is using Linda Hutcheon's theory but with 

different results in conditional theory. 

Anushiravani and Elinezhadi (2016): “An Analytical study of 2013 

Cinematic adaptation of The Great Gatsby”. Using Linda Hutcheon's theory; 

what, who, and why, how, when, and where. Adaptation and composed are 

comparative literary terms used to describe the ways in which different texts 

adapt or consist of similar elements. Cinema and literature are two different 

art forms that use different means of expression, namely the words on the page 

and the images on the screen. They learn about the similarities and differences 

between novels and films by doing this research. While my research uses the 

theory of linda hutcheon but only focuses on the differences and motivations 

of the novel into film The Hate You Give . 

Kayyis (2016): Comparison between Novel and Film “Divergent” and 

using Ecranization theory. His thesis discusses how the process of converting 

a novel into a film "Devergent" works. He identified the essential elements of 

novels and films. This research focuses on subtraction, addition, and alteration 

based on Eneste's Ecranization theory. He found that modification, addition, 

and subtraction were the transformation of a novel into a film, and he used 

qualitative descriptive methods in his thesis. There are many differences with 
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my research using adaptation theory by Linda hutcheon and focus on the 

differences and motivations contained in the novel into film as an adaptation 

process. 

Overall the data discussed related to the film The Hate You Give 

director by George Tillman Jr. is one of several modern film to increasingly 

focus on presenting strong messages of race, identity, and gender in American 

social life. Focusing on the black community, The Hate You Give depicted the 

diversity within America's minority groups. The director presented characters 

such as Starr and Amandla as black people with various physical 

characteristics. Black characters were presented in various appearances, such 

as wearing different hairstyles and textures, facial features, skin colors, and 

hairstyles. Nevertheless, society considers them “black people” and places 

them in the same group are easy targets for police brutality. 

In the film's opening scene, Starr's father (played by Russell Hornsby) 

gave him and his brother a pep talk, telling them how to behave without 

confrontation in front of the police. Tillman said he did it with his own son as 

well. To make the Star felt like family on screen, Tillman said he asked the 

actors, also included Regina Hall as Starr's mother, spent two weeks 

rehearsing together. The results show a strong, caring, and united African-

American family. It was also rooted in Tillman's experience. In the early 

1980s, his parents sat him down to let him know that things were going to be 

tough; her father had been laid off from his job at the Chrysler plant in 

Milwaukee, and not long after that, someone broke into their house and stole 
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their Christmas gifts. But they promised to get through it together. At the same 

time, Tillman said he wanted "The Hate You Give" to reflect the other less 

comfortable realities of black life, from dealing with trauma to the ugly truth 

that young black people are first seen as a threat. 

Tillman's strategy was to show that it was not just a white thing. In the 

film, Common played Starr's uncle, a cop in the same department as the 

officer who killed his friend. He made a speech in the film in which he 

admited that, if he were in the situation of another officer, he probably would 

have done the same thing because of the perception that black men are 

dangerous. As the country continued to witness brutality by security forces 

against members of racial minorities, several media objects have sprung up to 

express social dissatisfaction with this kind of discrimination in modern times. 

In addition to meanings and messages about race, the film raises the theme of 

gender differences and position in society.  

In particular, the film exposes stereotypes about black women, which 

persisted in the country. Lesha played the conventional role of "welfare 

queen" ready to put her white husband above her son Seven from a previous 

relationship. Lack of economic opportunity in minority communities 

encouraged men to engage in crime and the drug business. Still, women were 

left to understand the consequences when police abuse men. Women like Lisa 

and Lesha had no choice but to act as "welfare queens" or depend on their 

white suitors for the chance to improve their lives. 
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Within the black community, there was an additional layer of division 

beyond racism. Some members were more acceptable to society than others, 

because of their skin color and chance at life. Starr was comfortable in its 

society and acceptable to a predominantly white school because he was 

"whiter", considering he was multiracial. Likewise, drug-dealing gangs and 

groups within black communities efficiently targeted and rejected more white 

people like Starr and not "blacker" members like his half-brother Seven. 

The Hate You Give exposed the injustices and social divisions that run 

deep in American society in the modern world. Non-white groups were placed 

in certain communities where opportunities for economic and social 

development are limited. In addition, earlier police targeted and abused 

members of minority communities solely on the basis of stereotyped views 

and not evidence. This film also revealed the causes of divisions within the 

minority group itself, which in turn affect men and women based on their 

appearance and limited life opportunities. 

As a director Tillman was simply trying to find honesty, humor and 

emotion. It was a very emotional scene to shoot, especially during pre-

production. All of that was trying to have a responsibility to did it right, but 

also to humanize. Keep everyone human. Defend them as real people and not 

as clichéd stereotypes. 

All humans have various differences this is a form of admiring the 

creator for creating humans in various shapes and forms. With this diversity, 
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harmony will be created to respect each other, but some of them even consider 

that difference to be the benchmark for who was the noblest of them or in 

other words they create their own caste. And the thing that was most often 

used as a benchmark was skin color, for them skin color symbolized who they 

were and what their position was so that those with white skin felt better than 

those with black skin. Racism, racial discrimination, prejudice and various 

attitudes towards intolerance still exist, not only in parts of the world that are 

stereotyped regarding this situation, such as in the United States, and in the 

United States. 

The film reflected the real-life everyday experiences of African 

Americans struggling to raise children in loving homes, in a society where 

interactions with the police, regardless of guilt or innocence were real. This 

was a film that does virtually everything right, including solid casting, and a 

story that engages its audience just as credible and real as it feels. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

There are two parts of this chapter; conclusion and suggestions, after 

findings and analyzing the differences between the novel and its film 

adaptation and the motivations of adaptor adapting that novel into film. 

A. Conclusion  

This study finds the motivations of adaptor in adapting the novel 

into the film. They are the economy, the legal constraints, cultural capital 

and personal reasons.  

1. The first economic benefits or profits achieved by the adaptor. As 

it is known that the adaptor adapts the work purpose to a great 

advantage. The advantage here means they can earn a lot of money 

from their customized work. Profits sometimes come from 

franchising adapted works.  

2. The second legal constraints here means not to ignore the relevant 

legal views, adapting a work must be based on the law or a 

copyright adaptor. George Tillman, new adaptor is warned not to 

copy Angie Thomas' work without permission, as they have their 

own rules. 

3. The third cultural capital is adapting the film The Hate You Give 

also aims to enhance or promote the cultural values that exist in the 

story. Black people have a way of dressing that is identical to them 
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and a way of speaking English which is declared as slang, but the 

culture of black people speaking slang and dressing like black 

people. The adaptor is intended to elevate the culture shown in the 

film The Hate You Give according to the novel version.   

4. The last the personal reasons the adaptor decides to adapt. The 

story experienced by the main character in the novel is closely 

related to Tillman's life experience. The film shows many people 

of color having to go through and deal with society.  

B. Suggestions 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to give some 

suggestions based on the previous conclusion. Some suggestions are as 

follows: 

1. The researcher suggests for the next researcher who want to study 

the novel and film the hate you give by using a comparative study. 

2. The researcher suggests for the next researcher who want to study 

the adaptation of novel into film to use theory Eneste because this 

theory is easier to understand for adapting a literary work. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Title of Novel: The Hate You Give 

Author: Angie Thomas 

Country: United States 

Language: English 

Genre: Young Adult Fiction  

Pages: 437 page book in English 

Type of Media: Print and e-book 

Publication Date: February 28th 2017 

Publisher: Balzer + Bray 

ISBN:  9780062498533  

Preceded by: Concrete Rose  

Follow by: Origin 

The covers of novel The Hate You Give as follow: 
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Title of Film: The Hate You Give 

Director: George Tillman 

Screenwriter: Audrey Wells 

Producer: Brian Grazer, Ron Howard 

Genre: Young Adult Fiction 

Duration: 2:13:05 second  

Relished: on October 5th, 2018  

Country: United States 

Production: Columbia College in Chicago  

Actors and arties: Amandla Stenberg, Russell Hornsby, Regina Hall, Anthony 

Mackie, Issa Rae, and Common. 

The covers of film The Hate You Give as follow: 
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The Motives of Adaptation The Hate You Give Novel into Film 

In this research which is the motivations of adaptor in adapting that novel 

into film. The motives are economic, legal constraints, cultural capital and 

personal reasons. The research finds several data which categories into some 

motives, as follows: 

No The Economic 

1 “As I read on, the dialogue and language reminded me of a party I 

attended years ago in my high school days, and there was a shooting,” 

recalls Tillman. “The way [Angie] got it and the theme. I was so blown 

away. I must call him immediately. We're talking maybe two weeks after 

that. We discussed how I saw the film, the important characters, the 

sound of the theme. We really connected. Then I can sell it to Fox at that 

point.” 

2 “It was instinctive,” says Tillman “Amandla (Stenberg) was reading the 

book at the same time I was. He and I felt this was something we could 

partner up with. When I met him, I felt he was the one. I never looked at 

anyone else for the role, because it's like at the age of 19 reading a book 

that wasn't self-published, how many other actresses or actors are looking 

for their own material at that age? Tillman also felt Stenberg could 

personally relate to the role. 

3 “He grew up in Inglewood, and he went to white private schools and dealt 

with these issues of identity,” says Tillman. “She's already an activist and 

she's already a talented actress. I felt that his greatest work was yet to 

come, so he became my partner from the start.” 

4 “I've always wanted to work with Regina, because I think she's very 

flexible. He actually auditioned for Notorious. He auditioned for Lil' 

Kim. My wife had me save all my auditions through the years. [Regina's] 

audition for Kim was amazing, but I went in a different direction. I 

always looked at him like, 'Damn, that audition was awesome,'” Tillman 

said.  

5 “I saw (Algee Smith) in The New Edition Story. He's like Ralph 

(Tresvant) in that respect. So I was like, 'This guy is great!'” recalls 

Tillman. “Her agent kept calling me and saying, 'Just give her the role.' I 

was like, 'No, Algee has to come here because he needs to read.' He came 

in and he was the guy, he was so charismatic. Then Amandla saw her 

audition, and she started to smile. I've never even put them in a room 

together, because I just know they already have it together. 
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6 "It was all very instinctive," Tillman said of the actor's creative chemistry 

and Stenberg's portrayal of Starr, in particular. “There are many different 

people who bring different elements. I feel like we got the right cast." 

“Fox never once said, 'You have to go out and get the biggest actor.' It's 

all about what's right for the role. I think the success of the book helped 

us in that regard.” 

 

  The Legal Constraints 

7 “Sometimes with adaptation, it's like the author, okay, we get a book, 

thank you. Whereas George is not like that but I get direct calls from 

George every week even in post production, that's how he wants me to be 

involved, making me believe in george tillman as an adapter from my 

novel entitled The Hate You Give so it's been collaboration from the start. 

He respects the source material and that means a lot to me.”  

 The Cultural Capital 

8 “First page, (main character) Starr is at a party. I said, "This reminds me 

of a party I attended in the 80s in high school." It's a house party. An 

inner-city neighborhood in Milwaukee, it was dark, and everyone was 

having fun. And then pow, pow! This shooting happened and everyone 

started running. As I continued to read it became police brutality. It gets 

into a very specific cultural thing. It identifies who you are as a black 

individual living in two different worlds. I had to speak to Angie Thomas 

right away before this book was published. I'm so excited to direct this 

film.This is some evidenced or affect of motivation by review about the 

success of the film adaptation of The Hate You Give.” 

9 "This isn’t about black or white, "he says  

 "Bullshit," says Daddy.  “If this was out in Riverton Hills and his name 

was Richie, we wouldn’t be having this conversation.” 

"I heard he was a drug dealer,” says Uncle Carlos.  (Thomas: 54)  
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 Personal Reasons 

10 Tillman said that, the Story first appeared in manuscript form when I was 

working on Luke Cage for Marvel. I was captivated when I read the first 

chapter. Starr's story moved me, it's a story I've never seen told like that 

before the idea of this character trying to find his identity, having to do 

code switching to fit his school environment. The shooting by a white cop 

opened up a lot of conversations, issues in society, and questions this girl 

asked from an innocent place. I love the story and the possibility of 

telling it from a dramatic and visual point of view. Usually for stories like 

this, you do research, read other materials, seen other film. I didn't do that 

much for this film. Many come out instinctively. I grew up as a young 

person in Milwaukee, like many cities in the Midwest, it is very separate. 

I live on the north side all I see are African Americans, no white people. I 

have always felt that relations with police officers in the community were 

a problem. At an early age, my parents transferred me to a white public 

school from a predominantly African-American school. I could feel what 

it was like to be in the white community, how education was viewed 

there, how funds were spent. The world is completely different. The idea, 

the design palette, the sound and the look of the film came to me. It was 

instinctive based on my experience as a young African-American Male, it 

even extended to my filmmaking education. As a director who went to 

film school at Columbia College in Chicago, I was one of only three 

African Americans to study film. 
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  Picture 1, interview from Blacktreetv, Angie Thomas allowed George Tillman 

 

 
Picture 2, The Hate You Give - George Tillman Jr - press conference 
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